
A life source and a light center

How can I make a donation?
TPCA operates solely on volunteered time
and donations. This means we need
everyone's help to purchase stamps and
printing supplies. So, please consider
donating!
You can send donations or stamps to :
TPCA
P.O. Box 1974 
Fulton, TX 78358
Or tell your family members about our
donation button on the website at 
www.TPCAdvocates.org

A note from TPCA President
We have a new name and...We've got a lot of
changes going on. Due to medical reasons,
and the release of her husband, Mrs. Casey
Phillips, former president and founder, has
stepped down from her position. I have
been the vice president of TPAA since the
beginning (for the past three years) and I
have stepped into the president’s position.
As part of the new organizational
administration, I have renamed the
organization and expanded the vision. TPCA
continues to be completely volunteer-based
and we’ve been going through a lot of
changes with a small but mighty team. It’s
been a rough few months, but we’re getting
a better handle on things now. Number one
on the agenda is still the fight for humane
temperatures within all of the Texas prisons.
The plan is to try again to get a bill passed
during the fall special session. The bill will
once again ask for temps to be maintained
at 65 to 85 degrees
Your letters - I’m truly sorry for the long
delay in responding to your letters.   I’ve also
set in place a team of volunteers called
Family mediators to continue to correspond
with you. The family mediator team is under
the leadership of Tatiana Campos. Family
mediators will be available for limited
advocacy and to point you in the direction of
the resources that you need. I hoping that
this will help in speeding up our response
time. Just be a little patient with us while we
grow. 
New heat surveys -  For those of you that
have been filling out our surveys, THANK
YOU! We have a new survey attached to this
Newsletter and Spanish versions are
available upon request. Please know that we
are using this Information. During the
legislative session all of the Senate and
House members received a report that wa
based on the Information that ya'll provided.
Blessings!
Amite Dominick, PhD

TPCA President

?Frequently Asked Questions?
 How to Find Us
We have a newly redesigned website! The
address is www.TPCAdvocates.org Tell your
family members to check it out.
Facebook
If they want more connection and interaction
make sure your family members join the
Facebook GROUP. There is a Facebook
PUBLIC PAGE, but for more exclusive
information join the Facebook GROUP. Ask
them to to check out our Welcome post in
the Facebook GROUP, which has valuable
links to some of our most frequently asked
questions like about general tips for
advocacy. 
Useful reference 
Grievance book by Terri Leclerc can be found
on Amazon. Let your family know.

Political News-What Happened to the
Humane Temperature Bills
The legislative session has been dismal in
regards to criminal justice bills. One bill did
pass supporting and protecting incarcerated
women. HB1307 requires TDCJ to, as soon as
possible, have medical and mental health
professionals  review and provide additional
care to any woman who has been assaulted,
sexually, assaulted or who has had a
miscarriage. Unfortunately our heat related
bill didn’t pass. We had four humane
temperature bills this session. We are very
grateful to the 118 house members who
sponsored and supported these bills. Now we
move towards special session. Federal funds
could be utilized due to the iWave technology
that is placed in AC ducting. It uses Ionic
technology to kill viruses including Covid-19.
We still need people to contact governor
Abbott and tell him that we would like to be
put on the agenda for special session. Please
ask your family members to get involved by
participating in the weekly actions posted on
our social media platforms. If we are able to
be put on for special session then we start the
whole bill process all over again. This is only a
30 day session so we must all work together
to have our voices heard. We strongly suggest
that you tell your loved ones about  the TLO
website https://capitol.texas.gov/ which will
allow them to find your Political Officials and
keep track of bills and hearings. THIS WILL
TAKE AN ARMY, AND YOU HAVE BEEN
DRAFTED!

For heat-related concerns, we strongly
suggest that you familiarize yourself with
the Heat Directive and encourage your
family members to familiarize themselves
as well. 
 How many units have air-conditioning?

Facts you need to know:

       There are 70 out of 90 that do not have 
       full air conditioning.
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Meet our Political Team Leaders
TPCA is grateful for our Political Team
Leaders who have taken up the mantle of
leadership in the fight to get a bill passed for
Humane Temperatures. To reach 150
Representatives and 31 Senators, we really
need more dedicated leaders. Developing
relationships with Political officials is crucial
for making change. There are still several
counties that need Political Team Leaders.  
Currently serving you is Kelly Riley
(Montgomery & Harris), Linda Louden
(Denton & Tarrant), Rhonda Ramsour (Collin).
If you have family members that would like
to be Political Team leaders  ask them to
contact TPCA on our Facebook public page.
We also offer FREE trainings for your loved
ones. These trainings are designed to give
your loved ones the necessary tools to
advocate for YOU. Tell your family and
friends to check out some of our webinars
such as  Political Advocacy, the Bill process,
TLO Website, and communicating with
Political Officials. 

DOJ
If you To file a complaint, write the Special
Litigation Section (SPL) explaining the
situation about which you are complaining,
with as many details and verified facts as
possible. Please include information on how
to contact you if they need further
information (such as an address, telephone
number, and e-mail address). Also, do not
include original documents as they cannot
guarantee their safe return. Below is their
address:
Special Litigation Section U.S. Department of
Justice, Civil Rights Division, 950 Pennsylvania
Avenue, N.W. Special Litigation Section,
Washington, D.C. 20530 
Contacting the Ombudsman's office
is another way of having your voice heard.  At
a recent board meeting, the idea of placing
the Ombudsman's office under the TDCJ
Board was discussed. This is not the type of
independent oversight that we all feel is
necessary. However, it may be better than
what we have right now. Many policies are
voted on without the voices of advocates and
loved ones being a part of that process. Write
and let him and his team know your story
and views on certain policies.  
Texas Board of Criminal Justice
Office of the Independent Ombudsman
PO Box 99
Huntsville, TX 77342-0099



 Everyone can do their part by raising awareness. TPCA's media team is busy creating memes and videos to bring awareness to the issues that
you are facing. There are still many individuals, including Officials, who are unaware of the severity of these issue. Therefore, we need everyone
to do their parts!  We have come up with ways to help spread awareness. For your loved ones we have Mail Out Mondays, Twitter Tuesdays,
Get Personal Wednesdays, Double Dare Thursdays, and Make it Viral Fridays. The more of us that move in unity, the greater the chances of us
being heard. 

 Partner Spotlight
My name is Savannah Eldrige. I’m a registered nurse, founder for Be Frank 4 Justice, and trusted partner of TPCA. We frequently received
requests COVID-19 infection rate updates and vaccine facts/information. Occasionally, we get specific queries about information that we would
like to share. We are working on providing medical  updates in our quarterly newsletter. We were asked a question and reached out to health
services to help us clarify the information for our clients:
Question: I have previously refused the vaccine, but am willing to take the Pfizer vaccine now that it has been fully approved. Why are units
giving different brands?
Answer: On August 23, 2021 The Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine received full FDA approval for people 16 and older. TDCJ is currently administering
three brands—Moderna, Pfizer, and Johnson & Johnson, approved for EUA (emergency use authorization). COVID-19 vaccine distribution across
the state is coordinated by the federal government agency in each state. In Texas, that agency is the Department of State Health Services. Just
as community outreach efforts on the outside are conducted, each unit within TDCJ is registered separately as a vaccine provider, and the
brands administered may vary at each prison. The availability of the Pfizer vaccine in TDCJ will be determined by DSHS, who is responsible for
distributing doses to providers. If you have questions about what brand is available at your unit, complete an I-60, and ask the infection control
nurse. 
We are working on a quarterly newsletter to continue to be able to answer your questions about how changes in the community affect men and
women on the inside, and to keep you updated on the work that we are doing to bridge the gap from the inside-out. If you would like more
information about the services that we provide, or have a question that you are struggling to get answered, please write us at: 395 Sawdust
Road Suite 2146, The Woodlands, Texas 77380

You can write letters to your
representatives. Don't know who they
are? Send us a letter and we will let you
know. 
If your family members would like to tell
your story and how it affects them they
can text TXHEAT to 21333 to get
connected to the legislators in their
district. 

Get Personal Wednesday 
Tell your story and ask your family members
to tell your story too.

Op-Ed
Another option for getting you voice heard.
Have you ever considered writing an
editorial/OpEd. An op-ed is short for "opposite
the editorial page". We have a list of media
resources that you can submit to. Let us know
if you want us to send you the list.

Your voice matters and we would like to help you amplify it.

Art Work Awareness
We are trying to bring awareness to people on
the outside by using your artwork.  Please
send us your drawings describing what it is
like to experience the extreme temperatures. 

Get to know the Heat Directive.
File your I-60's and Grievances.
Communicate with your Loved Ones
about what you filed and send copies
when you can.
Once you send in your step I grievance
then send in an I-60 to the grievance
coordinator
Grievance forms and instructions on how
to use them are available from staff in
each housing area or at the law library.
You always need a paper trail to show as
proof that you filed a grievance and the
response you were given.
In the long run, getting it done is better
than not getting it done. 

Help us Help you

Reflection From Behind the Walls - "2021-Texas Legislative Session Reflection" – Seeds for Thought
As you know the TX-Legislative Session 2021 was like Deja vu all over again under the Tx-Republican party's control! They arrogantly disregarded
many American's support for Criminal Justice Reform. Some bills related to Justice Reform were entertained & even passed in the TX House,
however, they went nowhere in the Tx-Senate. From my point of view, Texas exploits the criminal justice system to retain power, & that's why
Texas has the largest criminal justice system in the nation. They maintain this power by creating so many felony laws (non-violent & no-victim
crimes), stripping American's voting rights & gerrymandering prisons (counting inmates in prison-rural areas during the US Census even though
the majority of people's domiciles are in city urban c. areas, diverting these constituencies clout & funneling apportionment to prison locations).
The most exploiting part is that prison profiteers rake in profits and fill the coffers of Republican candidates to keep prisons full without a care
of their conditions or rehabilitation. It is so cheap to warehouse our fellow Americans in prisons scattered all across the most rural parts of
Texas, out of sight, out of mind, cut-off from the rest of the world, without' open-access to modern day technology or communication access. 
 All the while these Americans/Texans are suffering & continue to die in the sweltering summer-heat as 70% of prisons in Texas have no A.C.
systems in inmate living areas, turning these concrete & steel buildings into oven-like infernos! Even worse is the fact that inmates are slaved in
these conditions w/no compensation & then forced to return to their oven-like living areas, for some, after a long 12-hour shift! Inmates
continue to suffer & die from health complications caused by the sweltering conditions of the summer-heat, from violence spurred off from
these: atrocious living conditions, & from inmate suicides. Texas is wasting tax dollars rather than passing common sense prison reform
legislation & investing in Texas's future! Please, do your part to bring awareness to these inhumane, conditions in Texas prisons. Inform family,
friends, & representatives. Support  Texas-candidates who support comprehensive criminal justice reform in Texas! The current system is not
only outdated & inhumane, it is not American, & not of Christian values (not who we are nor what the Bible teaches). Stay informed & show
support.  (Alex Ricardo Saldana TDCJ#01582353)
 



Do you have a medical condition? Have
your family check out our document titled  
"Advocating for Medical in TDCJ " 
Another helpful document is a Medical
(Durable Medical Attorney). Bring this
document with you to whatever hospital
you may go to. Be sure to add that  “I
want a release of information for
Protected Health Information (PHI) for 
 (write a list of names) to be released to
certain individuals, state that "this
document does not expire until you
release it”.  
Heat restrictions- Did you know that if you
relinquish your heat-restricted status you
may not have little to no legal recourse for
heat-related consequences?  Send us a
letter you want more information on heat
restrictions.   

Medical
It is important to have a HIPPA authorization
on file so that your loved one can get
information should anything happen to you,
especially during this pandemic. HIPPA
authorization needs to be renewed every 2
years. All units have this form. If there is no
authorization on file they will NOT give your
family information.  Ask Medical for this form,
fill it out and turn it into medical.  Then send a
copy to your loved one on the outside for
their records. Also, know that you may have
to sign an additional HIPPA form at a hospital
for your family members to acquire
information on your status. 

A Note from the Director of Family Mediators
Hello, 
I'm Tatiana Campos the new TPCA- Director of family mediators, I oversee all regions and assist the family mediators. I am new to the title but
not new to the responsibilities nor advocacy experience that is required as a director. I too have a loved one and friends who are incarcerated.
I was pleased to be a family mediator for region II, before becoming director. So, I am very aware and personally passionate about justice
reform in Texas.  Region III is currently open and I will be filling in until we can find someone. If you know of anyone please send them
our way. 
I want to give a warm welcome to our 4 new family mediators Melissa Riana, Region I, Wendy Hattaway, Region II,  Courtney Schisser,
Region IV, Kelly Riley, Region VI. We welcome you to the TPCA family! Special shout out to our awesome family mediator team vet, Patrick
Capps, Region V. Family mediators are a team of committed and dedicated members of TPCA. We are here to educate loved ones of
incarcerated individuals on advocating for their loved ones. We assist with issue such as: medical/mental health needs, problems with prison
staff or other incarcerated individuals, and inhumane living conditions. We are here to answer questions,  assist in certain situations, and
escalate issues through the TDCJ chain of command when necessary. We bridge the gap between loved ones and incarcerated persons who
are unfamiliar with how the prison system works.  TPCA is a prison/justice reform organization in Texas advocating for many common sense,
comprehensive, criminal justice reform propositions, supporting and joining other justice reform organizations that share our common goals,
passion, and efforts for prison reform. Since day 1, TPCA has remained fully motivated and dedicated in our efforts to bring awareness and
inform voters and representatives in our initiatives for change in the Texas prison/justice system. TPCA volunteers utilize all our free time and
accessible resources. We appreciate all the attention and support from the public, incarcerated persons, and their loved ones; as well as from
elected officials and other organizations. We are very grateful for any donation or contribution that we receive. I look forward, through my
position as director of family mediators , to seeing the changes in Texas that we seek. The inhumane living conditions in Texas prisons are
nothing less than afflictive, cruel, and unjust. As humans, as Americans, as Texans, in 2021, we are better than that and must be a better
example to the nation and the world. We must all unite, join in, and do our part for prisons/justice reform, right now. Take care, have faith, stay
positive. 
Respectfully,
Tatiana Campos, MA, MSL 
TPCA Director Family Mediators
tatiana.campostpca@gmail.com

 

Other News
Even when the Heat bill passes, it will be a
while before the units get fitted for air-
conditioning, so in the meantime, we’re
working on other strategies to keep folks
cool. We are working with TDCJ commissary
officials to set up a cooling shirt and cooling
towel program before next summer.

Updated Mail Guidelines/ Issues
According to BP-03.91 (rev. 5), which was
updated on. June 25, 2021. As of August 1,
2021 in regards to “Sexually Explicit Image”
refers to material in publications,
photographs, drawings, or any type of image,
which depicts sexual behavior, is intended to
cause sexual excitement or arousal, or
shows: frontal nudity of either gender,
including the exposed female breast(s) with
nipple(s) or areola(s); the genitalia, anus, or
buttocks, or partially covered buttocks of
either gender; the discharge of bodily fluids
in the context of sexual activity; or sexual
behavior from any vantage point. The chests
of infants and pre-pubescent children are not
considered breasts, unless further restricted
by a treatment program policy. 
Content Inspection of Publications  
Unit mailroom staff shall review books not
previously reviewed and render a decision
within two weeks of receipt at the mailroom.
Inmates do not have to be notified when
magazines or books are being held for
review. 

Mail and Correspondence Updates – 
MSCP has been working closely with the units
to monitor compliance within each mail
room. Many units are experiencing delays
with legal and denied mail. This is being
monitored and they are working closely as a
team to overcome the hurdles.
Tracking Packages – Many of the local USPS
facilities use a contracted 3rd party to deliver
bulk mail. When you send a USPS package
that IS NOT sent as certified mail it will may
be signed for at the local post office pending
delivery to the unit. This can often times
appear as if the package was delivered even
though it is still at the local post office. To
ensure the package is sent to the unit
straight away you can add a certified mail
signature to the package or send via UPS or
FedEx.  This will circumvent the USPS mail
delivery process to the unit.
Greeting Cards – Cards printed on paper can
be sent all year long. The Creative Cactus
have hundreds of designs for all occasions all
year long. We work closely with TDCJ to
ensure our product are TDCJ compliant.
Traditional greeting cards, cards printed on
cardstock, purchased from ANY retailer may
be sent in three times a year. The windows to
do this will be around Mother’s and Father’s
day and Christmas. The next window to send
these in will be December 11-25th and they
MUST BE postmarked within that time frame.
Please make sure that you are only sending
one card per envelope. 
Visitation Portal – The registration for the
visitation portal has started. Tell your families
and friends to   register for access to
schedule online. Families should be able to
start scheduling for visitation online on
September 1, 2021.

2

Reporting Sexual Abuse and Sexual
Harassment
Lately, we have been receiving more
concerns relating to sexual abuse and sexual
harassment. If this situation occurs, family
members should immediately contact the
PREA Ombudsman.  
Phone: (936) 437-5570 Fax: (936) 437-5555 
E-mail: prea.ombudsman@tdcj.texas.gov. 
An incarcerated individual should
communicate with their family members and
immediately file a grievance. Be sure to keep
copies of all documentation.
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Your Name      

TDCJ Number                                         

Unit name    

Date    

Ethnicity    

Birth Date    

 
 

Please check all that apply. Please add any additional information on the back of this page. Thank You! 

TDCJ had begun enforcing their heat protocols for 2021. We are aware that these policies are not always followed at 
the unit level. So, to hold TDCJ accountable we need your help! 
Please check all the following that apply. * 

No Cups 
No Ice 
Broken Ice Machines 
No water 
No Heat policy posted 
Cold Shower not working 
Low/no water pressure in shower 
Denied access to the respite area 
No access to cool down showers 

No Bottled water available through 
Commissary 
No electrolyte sports drinks available 
through Commissary 
No cooling towels on Commissary 
No cooling shirts on Commissary 
No water breaks while working (specifically 
outside jobs) 
Health crisis disregarded 
No wellness checks being conducted 

Denied a personal fan (Inmates are 
allowed 2 personal fans with the 
exception of inmates at transfer 
facilities.) 
No access to Unit fans 
Broken Unit fans 
Not being allowed to wear shorts and 
t-shirts in dayrooms and recreational 
areas 
Transported/left in hot bus 

 
 

Please describe how often you receive water, the condition of the water (ex. Hot, with or without ice, infested with vermin 
etc.).     

 
 

If yes, how often are you allowed to take a cold shower?    

If no, please describe the nature, frequency, time frame, duration, reasons given, other circumstances    

If you ever been denied access to the respite area, why were you denied, date, and by whom? 
 
 
 
 

If you were granted access to the respite area, please describe its conditions and how long you were allowed in the area. 
(Frequency, nature, applicable time frame, reasons given, and other circumstances, including most recent example) 

 
 
 
 
 

Where are the non-working fans?    
 

HEAT RELATED MEDICAL CONCERNS 
 

Are you heat restricted? Yes No Please describe your heat restriction    

Are you prescribed a heat sensitive medication? Yes No 
 

Do you have underlying health conditions such as: diabetes, high blood pressure, cancer? 
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Do you have a heat related illness? (Describe)    
 
 
 

Have you had a heat related illness or symptoms following heat related symptoms such as; dizziness, fainting, heat rash, a 
headache, dizziness and confusion, loss of appetite and feeling sick, excessive sweating and pale, clammy skin, cramps in 
the arms, legs and stomach, fast breathing or pulse? Please describe. 

 

Do you know of any heat related deaths? (name)   

JOB 

What is your job? Time frame held? How many hours a day do you work?    

How many days a week do you work?  Are you allowed water breaks for your job? Yes No 

Please describe any circumstances during work related to the heat conditions? (Including sunlight exposure, whether you 
are given the option not to work, whether requested protections are given, whether adequate water is provided, whether 
different work is offered, whether other benefits are provided)   

 
 
 
 

Are you allowed water breaks for field jobs? Yes No Are you heat sensitive Yes  No 

 Step I Grievance filed (1) Step II Grievance filed (2) 

Results from Step I & Step II Grievance    

Helpful Information - If you become aware of a situation where the TDCJ Heat Directive is not being followed, it should be 
reported immediately and if not remedied, a Step 1 Grievance should be filed. If a heat situation continues after a Step 1 
Grievance has been filed, a Step 2 Grievance should be filed. 

 
 

If you would like to share any additional information, or have any relevant documentation and/or, have anything you 
feel may be helpful you write to us at; 
Texas Prisons Community Advocates 
P. O. Box 1974 
Fulton, TX 78382 

Thank you! Hopefully your feedback will help to improve the heat conditions within TDCJ. 
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